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Abstract. We discuss two cases when the complex Monge-Ampère equation appears in 
Kähler geometry: the Calabi conjecture (with its solution by Yau) and the equation for 
geodesics in the Mabuchi space of Kähler metrics, introduced independently by Semmes 
and Donaldson.

Introduction

This is a slightly expanded version of the talk given on the 2nd Forum of Polish 
���������	��
���
������	������
���������������

1. Kähler manifolds

Let M be a complex manifold of dimension n. A complex structure induces an 
endomorphism of the tangent bundle ,: TMTMJ � in local coordinates given by

jjjj xyJyxJ ����������� /)/(,/)/(

It can be extended in a C-linear way to the complexified tangent bundle 
,: MTMTJ CC � so that

jjjj iJiJ ������� )(,)(

where ,/: j
j z���� ./: j

j z����

Remark. The celebrated Newlander-Nirenberg theorem [17] (see also [14]) says that 
if M is a real manifold and TMTMJ �: satisfies ,2 idJ �� then J comes from 
some complex structure on M if and only if

0    for    [ X ,Y ] J [ JX ,Y ] J [ X ,JY ] [ JX ,JY ] X ,Y TM .� � � � �
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Coming back to the case when M is a complex manifold, let CTMTMh ��:
be a hermitian form on M. Locally we may write 

kj
kj zddzgh �

where )( kjg is a hermitian matrix of smooth functions (i.e. ,jkkj gg � ).0)( 	kjg

Every such a hermitian form can be associated with the (1,1)-form

kj
kj zdidzg 
�:�

(one can easily check that h and � behave the same way under holomorphic change 
of coordinates).

The hermitian metric h gives a Riemannian metric h� , which in turn generates 
uniquely defined Levi-Civita connection  on M. One can then show that

kjkj zz

ggdJ
��

�
�������

2

000 ��

locally for some smooth function g. We then say that the (1,1)-form � is Kähler.
(In other words, a smooth (1,1)-form � is Kähler if ,�� � 0�� and ).0��d
Kähler metrics are thus those hermitian metrics for which the Riemannian structure 
is compatible with the complex structure.

For compact complex manifolds existence of a Kähler metric imposes topological 
constraints: the Betti numbers 02 �kb for .1 nk �� Namely, ��� 

� �k is a 
closed real 2k-form which is not exact (if �� dk � for some � then by the Stokes 
theorem we would have

�� �
� �

M

kn

M

n d 0)( ���

which is a contradiction), and thus ).,(}{0 2 RMH kk �� �

Example (Hopf surface). }.:2/{})0{\(: 2 ZnCM n �� Then M is homemorphic 
to 31 SS � and thus .0)(2 �Mb Therefore, M does not admit any Kähler metric.

Complex (p,q) - forms may be locally written as

�
��



qKpJ

KJ
JK zddzf

||,||
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where ),,,( 1 pjjJ �� ,1 1 njj p ���� � pjjJ dzdzdz 

� �1 (and similarly 
for K). We define the operators

�
�

��
�

� ���� )1,(),(),1(),( :,: qpqpqpqp CCCC

as follows

KJKJj

j
j zddzfzdfdzdz

z
ff 

��
�

�
�

�� � :)(,:

KJKJj

j
j

zddzfzdfdzzd
z
ff 

��
�

�

�
�� � :)(,:

We then have ,����d and since ,02 �d we get 0
22 ����������

It is convenient to introduce the operator

)(
2

: ����
id c

It is a real operator on M (in the sense that it maps real forms into real forms) de-
pending however on the complex structure on M. One can easily check that 

.��� idd c

cdd -lemma. On a compact Kähler manifold a (p,q) - form is d-exact if and only if 
it is cdd -exact.

This result can be proved using the Hodge theory and some (local) commutator 
formulas on Kähler manifolds (see eg [10]).

2. Calabi conjecture

Assume that kj
kj zdidzg 
�� is a Kähler form. One can then show that the 

Ricci curvature is given by

)det(log kj
c gddRic ���

If kj
kj zdidzg 
� ~~� is another Kähler form on M then

���
cddRicRic �� ~
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where

)det(

)~det(
log

kj

kj

g

g
��

is a globally defined function on M. We see therefore that the cohomology class of 
(1,1)-forms }{ �Ric is independent of  �. It is in fact the first Chern class of M, we 
denote it )(1 Mc (more precisely it is equal to ).2/)(1 �RMc

From now on we will assume that ),( �M is a compact Kähler manifold. Calabi 
[8] conjectured that for any (1,1)-form R which is cohomologous to �Ric (that is 

))(1 McR� there exists a Kähler form �~ cohomologous to � such that .~ RRic ��

We thus have ��
cddRicR �� for some ),(MC��� and we look for )(MC���

such that 0	� �� cdd and

0
)det(

)det(
log �

�
�

�

�

�
�

�

�
�

�
�

�

kj

kjkjc

g

g
dd

where ./2 kj
kj zz ���� �� This means that for some constant c

)det()det( kj
c

kjkj geg ���� ��

or equivalently

ncnc edd ��� ����� )(

The constant c is uniquely determined, since by the Stokes theorem

� ���
M M

nncdd ��� )(

Solving the Calabi conjecture is thus equivalent to proving the following result:

Theorem (Yau [20]). Assume that ),(MCf �� f  > 0, is such that

� ��
M M

nnf ��

Then there exists a unique (up to an additive constant) )(MC��� satisfying 

0	� �� cdd and solving the Monge-Ampère equation
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nnc fdd ��� �� )( (1)

If we consider the Kähler class of Kähler metrics cohomologous to �:

}0),(:{: 	���� � ������ cc ddMCdd (2)

the Calabi conjecture can be formulated as follows: the mapping

)(~
1~ McRic � ��� �

is bijective.

Corollary. If 0)(1 �Mc then there exists a Kähler metric with vanishing Ricci cur-
vature.

This result, useful for example in algebraic geometry, is interesting because in 
every single case such a metric cannot be written explicitly.

The Yau theorem is proved in several steps:
1. uniqueness;
2. continuity method reducing the problem to a  �,2C a priori estimate;
3. a priori estimate for the �L -norm of solutions;
4. a priori estimate for the 2C -norm of solutions;
5. a priori estimate for the �,2C -norm of solutions.
Uniqueness is a simple consequence of integration by parts and was proved by Ca-
labi already in the 50's (see [3] for a more general result). The continuity method is 
often used in the theory of fully nonlinear elliptic equations of second order, it relies 
on the implicit function theorem in infinitely dimensional Banach spaces.

The uniform a priori estimate was proved in [20] using Moser's iteration tech-
nique. It should be stressed that in many problems of this kind (eg the Yamabe prob-
lem or the problem of existence of a Kähler-Einstein metric) this estimate is crucial. 
The best result in this direction was proved using pluripotential theory:
Theorem � ���!���"�#�$%&��'����������� ),(2 MC�� ,0!� �� cdd solves (1). Then 
for p > 1 there exists a positive constant C, depending only on ),,( �M p and 

,||||
)(MLpf such that

Cosc
MM

��� ��� infsup:

See also [4] for a bit different proof of this result.
It is rather unusual that the 2C -estimate can be derived directly from the �L -

estimate. This was done independently by Aubin [1] and Yau [20]. This estimate 
was later improved in [2] and [6] to the following form:
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Theorem ([6]). Assume that ),(4 MC�� ,0	� �� cdd solves (1). Then there ex-
ists a positive constant C, depending only on n, on upper bounds for ,�osc fsup
and the scalar curvature of M, and on lower bounds for the bisectional curvature of 
M and ),(log(inf )1/(1 ff n� such that

C��(

Behaviour on the geometry of M in the above result is quite explicit, it is not so 
geometric as in the �L -estimate. It was shown in [18] that the exponent 1/(n-1) 
above is optimal.

In the original proof Yau used Nirenberg's estimate for the 3C -norm. In the early 
80's a general theory (it is now called Evans-Krylov theory) was developed. It allows
to estimate locally the �,2C -norm in terms of the 2C -norm of solutions of general 
equations of the form

0),,,( 2 �xuDuuDF

provided that 0)/( 	�� jkuF and that F is concave with respect to .2uD Concerning 
the last condition, the crucial fact for the complex Monge-Ampère operator is that 
the mapping nAA /1)(det� is concave on the set of positive hermitian matrices. 
Using the Evans-Krylov theory one can get the following estimate (see e.g. [5] - this 
paper contains the whole proof of the Yau theorem):

Theorem. For ),)(4Cu� where " is a domain in ,nC with 0)( 	kju set 

).det(: kjuf � Then for '" #" there exists ),1,0(�� depending only on n, on 

upper bounds for ,||||
)(1 "C

u ,sup u$ ,||||
)(1 "C

f and on a lower bound for ,inf f

and positive constant C depending in addition on ),),')( �dist such that

Cu
C

�
)'(,2||||

"�

3. Mabuchi space of Kähler metrics

Let H be the space of Kähler metrics from one cohomology class given by (2). 
We can treat it as an open subset of )(MC� (modulo an additive constant), so for 

��� the tangent space ��T is equal to ).(MC� On MT� we define the norm

� ���
M

nc Tdd
n

�%��%% �� ,)(
!

1:|||| 22
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Accordingly, a length of a curve )]2,1([)],2,1([* 11 MCC �#� � is given by

��
2

1

||||:)( dtl
tt ��& �

where ),(: '� tt &� and ).,)(/(: '��� ttt &��
The above metric, introduced by Mabuchi [16], gives a riemannian structure on 

an infinitely dimensional manifold H. It determines a Levi-Civita connection and the 
geodesic equation turns out to be

0||||
2
1 2 �� ��� ���

It was shown independently by Semmes [19] and Donaldson [11] that it is equiv-
alent to

0
)(

det

1

1

�

�
�
�
�
�

�

�

�
�
�
�
�

�

�
�

���
�

�
�

�����

�

�

�

n

n

kjkjg

Therefore, to find a geodesic connecting two metrics ,1�� cdd� ��� �� 2
cdd is 

equivalent to solving the homogeneous Monge-Ampère equation

0)( 1 ��" �ncdd � (3)

on a compact Kähler manifold (with boundary) ( ),21 1 ��� �nzM where

2
1 ||: ��� n

c zdd�"

with the boundary condition j�� � on ( ),|| 1 jzM n �� � j = 1,2.

Donaldson [11] conjectured that any two metrics in H can be joined by a �C -
geodesic, and that the function

*:)*(inf{:),( 21 ld ��� is a curve in H joining 1� with }2� for ��� �21,

is a distance on H. The latter conjecture was proved by X.X. Chen [9]. He also 
showed that any two metrics can be joined by a 1,1C - geodesic (although it may 
possibly leave H, as the intermediate metrics are only assured to be (almost) 1,1C -
smooth and nonnegative). The existence of �C - geodesics remains an open problem.
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In general, one should not expect solutions of a degenerate Monge-Ampère equa-
tion (such as (3)) to be �C -smooth. On one hand, in the non-degenerate case we 
have the following counterpart of the Yau theorem for domains in :nC
Theorem ([7]). Let " be a smooth, bounded, strongly pseudoconvex domain in nC
(for example a ball). Then for ),)(��Cf f > 0, and ))(�� �C� there exists the 
unique ),)(��Cu such that ,0)( !kju ��u on )� and

fu kj �)det( in  "

However, when we only assume that 0!f , the best possible regularity is ,1,1C
as the following example of Gamelin and Sibony shows.

Example ([13]). Let 
* +

2 2 2: 1 n!B : {( z,w ) C | z | | w| }
r ! n r !

� � � �
�

be the unit ball in 

2C and set

* + * + ,2/1||2/1||:),(
2222 ���� wzwz� Bwz ��),(

Then

,})0,2/1||,2/1|(max{|:),( 222 ��� wzwzu Bwz �),(

is 1,1C -smooth (but not 2C !), ,0)( !kju ,0)det( �kju and ��u on B�

It would suggest that also in (3) the best possible regularity should be ,1,1C also 
among toric varieties (note that all the data in the above example depends only on |z| 
and |w|). However, that problem seems to be more special, and for example for toric 
varieties Donaldson [12] indeed showed that a �C -geodesic always exists.
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